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position of monarch. Tellingly, rather than
translating `le bon gouÃt' as `good taste', Manley regularly translates it as `judgment', a term
whose political resonance may be more
obvious to her readers. By calling attention to
the end of her `digression' as she `return[s] to
our Story again', Manley encourages the
reader to consider how her analysis of courtly
behaviour and judgement might apply to a
scene in which `we shall find Hippolito [John
Churchill] acting the most Generous thing, and
Zarah [Sarah Churchill] the most Niggardly
Unfriendly Part in the World' (132). The
reader might logically conclude that Sarah
Churchill's behaviour is not at all the obligingly appropriate behaviour expected of a
loyal courtier. Moreover, Manley's adaptation
of Bellegarde's work so as to emphasize its
political overtones is consistent with the way
that she modified the passages she borrowed
from HattigeÂ in the first volume of Queen
Zarah in order to emphasize her political critique of certain `Ministers of State' and their
policies.6
Aside from this slight shift in emphasis,
Manley's translation is fairly close to the original. She translates sentence by sentence for
several pages at a time, covering such topics as
raillery, ill humour, coquetry, conceit, moral
education, and pleasing conversation. None of
the commentary about these topics is new or
surprising; however, Manley's strategy may lie
in the very predictability of the material. If
accused of denigrating the behaviour of certain
powerful persons at court, she could beg innocence on the grounds that she was simply
repeating commonplace moral platitudes
about court life. Citing Bellegarde as a source
text might even have provided her a further
measure of deniability.
When borrowing from Bellegarde, Manley
usually omits paragraphs that provide lengthy
examples from ancient history or paragraphs in
which Bellegarde addresses the `Dame de la
Cour' to whom the letter is ostensibly directed.
6
See Queen Zarah, 2±3; Herman explains just how
Manley adapts HattigeÂ into a critique of `party politics'
(`Similarities Between', 194±5). See also Ruth Herman, The
Business of a Woman: The Political Writings of Delarivier
Manley (Newark and London, 2003), 35±65, for a fuller
discussion the specific elements of Tory propaganda in
Queen Zarah.

In making transitions between the different
portions, Manley several times provides her
own segueÈ. For example, she replaces a paragraph in which Bellegarde obsequiously flatters
his addressee and then launches into a long
anecdote about a woman who ate plaster and a
man who preferred the noise of frogs to that of
birds, with the observation: `But how hard it is
to find a solid Judgment in Women, or indeed
to know what it is; either in Men or Women'
(115). That Manley should insert from her own
pen such a denigrating comment about women
might seem surprising for a woman of her own
ability and judgement, except that it fits with
her overall characterization of Sarah Churchill
as cunning, but lacking in moral and political
judgment.
Elsewhere, Manley makes a similar insertion
of her own into Bellegarde's text, also to do
with the character of women. She translates
directly at first: `I know no Reason why the
Women shou'd be reproach'd with being mercenary and Coquettish, 'tis a Piece of Injustice
done them' (Zarah, 110, `Bon GouÃt', 37).
Manley then omits most of the following passage in which Bellegarde observes that seventeen centuries ago Juvenal made the same
complaint about women:
Il y a dix-sept SieÂcles que Juvenal faisoit aux
Dames Romaines, les meÃmes reproches que
l'on fait aux Dames de ce temps-ci: Je crois
meÃme, que les Modernes ont encore plus de
retenueÈ. Si l'on remonte dans les sieÂcles plus
reculez, on trouvera les meÃmes foibles, les
meÃmes attachements, le meÃme penchant
dans les deux sexes; ainsi c'est une phrase
useÂe de dire, que les Dames n'ont jamais eÂteÂ
si libertines; & que le vice n's jamais paru
avec tant de licence. (37)
Rather than referring to Juvenal or other ages
past, Manley interjects in the voice of her own
narrative persona, `I think they [women]
should be so [mercenary and coquettish], and
at all things make use of their Charms to please
Men'. She completes her sentence with
Bellegarde's observation that `we may find
the same Desires in both Sexes' (110), but
omits his final point about how hackneyed it
is to assert that women have never been so
libertine, or licentious as they are today.
Although modern readers might cringe at this

pre-feminist perception of women's obligation
to `please Men', these lines from Manley's own
pen are, like the previous ones, consistent with
Manley's political strategy of laying the blame
for the Whig control of Anne's Ministry on the
figure of Queen Zarah, who is, as Ruth Herman points out, not merely Sarah Churchill,
the woman, but a `symbol of corrupt Junto
authority'.7
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